LIBRARIES IN DIFFERENT CAMPUSES
The University of Valencia has different kinds of libraries, all of them depend on a general service: SBD (Libraries and Documentation Services).

The libraries in the university offer the same main services:

- Loan and Interlibrary Loan.
- Wifi and IT support.
- Online catalog.
- Computer terminals.
- Information Service and Information Literacy.
- Disabled access and facilities.
The University has signed “The declaration of Berlin”

This year, the libraries has created a new service to support the research. We needed a central service to joint all the task in the different libraries.

A group of librarian from different libraries and services are participating in online courses for researches (and library staff) about evaluation of the research and publication in Open Access.
Our repository is very young, it gets longer step by step

Its name is “Roderic” and is divided in 5 great areas:
- Culture
- Teaching
- Institution
- Research
- Ancient documents

Possibility to publish an online journal: OJS
THANK YOU

University of Valencia